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Abstract
A new algorithm that extracts an XML schema from an XML document is presented. The
proposed algorithm processes the tree structure of the XML document. It compares between
sub-trees, merges similar nodes and creates a new state machine that describes the structure of
the XML document. In addition, a method to convert this state machine into an XML Schema
document is also presented.
1 Introduction
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the standard for exchanging structured documents in
the WEB. An XML document is structured from nested set of elements that are marked by tags.
The structure of an XML document can be described through its XML schema (XSD).
An XML schema can play an important role in XML that manages queries and storage. Auto-
matic schema extraction can be used in many applications. It can be useful for WEB developers
that need to write an XML schema for WEB sites. Software developers can use XML Schema for
automatic generation of source code for WEB applications while reducing possible coding mistakes.
XML les are often distributed without any XML Schema attached to them. This raises the
problem how to extract schematic information from XML documents. A schema should tightly
represents the data while being compact. These two requirements conict each other. This makes
the schema extraction a dicult task.
We propose a new type of a state machine called two layer state machine (TLSM). TLSM
accepts a grammar of ordered trees. TLSM holds in each state a regular state machine that
describes the internal order of the children of each node in the ordered tree. A new algorithm,
called XTLSM, which extracts TLSM from a given XML sample, is presented. The output from
TLSM is tight and compact. Finally, a method to create a compact XML Schema from TLSM is
also introduced. The XTLSM algorithm processes XML documents and creates an XML schema.
In order to create an XML schema, it converts the XML document into several data modules. In
each stage, the algorithm produces the next data module from previous data modules. In the last
stage, it produces the XML Schema.
Stage 1 - creation of a prex tree acceptor from an XML document: An XML Document
is presented as an ordered labeled tree (OLT). Repetitions of elements and sub-trees are merged
in this stage. A prex tree acceptor (PTA) is constructed. The size of a PTA is usually rela-
tively small since in general an XML document has high number of repetitions.
1Stage 2 - the PTA is converted into a state machine: The next data module, which the
algorithm creates, is a state machine. The PTA is inspected. Similar sub-trees are marked to
be merged. Merging similar sub-trees of the PTA converts it into a state machine. The new
state machine does not have a tree structure any more that may include innite loops.
Stage 3 - the inner state machine is added to each outer state: The state machine from
Stage 2 is used as a grammar that accepts all the paths in the original XML document. We
need a better data module that can be used as a grammar for an OLT.
In this stage, each state in the state machine turns into a state machine. This new property
enables the new data module to distinguish between an OLT according to the order of the
sibling nodes in the OLT. In addition, how to validate an OLT using a two layer state machine
(TLSM) is demonstrated.
Stage 4 - each outer state is converted into an XML schema element: In this nal optional
stage, TLSM is converted into an XML schema. Each inner state machine is chopped verti-
cally and horizontally into smaller state machines until chopping is impossible. Each vertical
chop creates an XSD sequence element. Each horizontal chop creates an XSD choice element.
The parts of the state machine, which cannot be chopped anymore, are converted into XSD
elements using a brute force approach; The new grammar, which the XSD provides, describes
a language for an XML document. This language may be bigger than the language that was
described by the TLSM.
The paper has the following structure. The related work and the data models that are used
throughout the paper are described in section 2. The XTLSM algorithm is given in section 3.
Experimental results are given in section 4.
2 Related work
This section denes major known data models and data conventions that are used by the XTLSM
algorithm: The XML data is presented in section 2.1. The Ordered Labeled Tree (OLT), which
is an abstract data representation of a XML document, is described in section 2.2. Section 2.3
describes the automata theory that is needed for the XTLSM operation. Section 2.4 describes a
Prex Tree Acceptor (PTA), which is a known construction in grammatical inference algorithms.
Section 2.5 describes the XML schema language that is inferred by the XLTSM algorithm and
section 2.6 presents related XML schema inference algorithms.
2.1 XML Document
An XML document contains a single root element, elements, attributes and content. For simplicity,
we do not use attributes and content in the XML examples. The algorithm treats the attributes
and content as XML elements.
21. <a>
2. <b>
3. <c>
4. <e/>
5. <f><a><a></a></a></f>
6. </c>
7. </b>
8. <b>
9. <d/>
10. </b>
11. <b>
12. <d>
13. <e/>
14. <f><a><a><a><a></a></a></a></a></f>
15. </d>
16. </b>
17. </a>
Figure 2.1: Example of an XML document
Example 2.1. Figure 2.1 is an example of a simple XML document. Each element begins with the
start tag <LABEL> and ends with the end tag </LABEL>. Leaf elements can also be represented by
using the single start-end tag <LABEL/>. The root element <a> (lines 1-17) contains three instances
of <b> elements:
First instance of <b> (lines 2-7) contains a single <c> element (lines 3-6). This element contains
two elements: an empty <e> (line 4) followed by <f> (line 5).
Second instance of <b> (lines 8-10) contains a single empty <d> element.
Third instance of <b> (lines 11-16) contains a single <d> element, which contains elements like
<c> (lines 3-6) <e> and <f>.
Both <f> elements (lines 5 and 14) contain recursive instances of <a> elements. We can assume
that these <a> elements take a dierent role than the role of the root <a> element (line 1-17).
2.2 Ordered Labeled Tree (OLT)
We dene an XML document as an (OLT). OLT is a tree where the children of every node are
ordered, and each node has a non-unique label.
Let T = (V;vroot 2 V;E;;Label) be an OLT. Then, we use for a node v 2 V the following
notation:
3Label(v) : V 7!  is the label of v;
[ is the error node;
Parent(v) : V 7! V [ fg is the parent of v.
Parent(vroot) = . Only the root node has no parent;
MostLeft(v) : V 7! V [ fg is the left most child of v;
MostRight(v) : V 7! V [ fg is the right most child of v;
Leaf(v) : V 7! ftrue;falseg where v is a leaf in T;
Left(v) : V 7! V [ fg is the left sibling of v.
Left(v) =  () v has no left sibling;
Right(v) : V 7! V [ fg is the right sibling of v.
Right(v) =  () v has no right sibling;
Children(v) : V 7! Sequence() is a sequence of children symbols according
to the children order;
Path(v) : V 7! Sequence(V ) is the sequence of nodes that form a
connected path in T from vroot to v;
Word(v) : V 7! Sequence() is the sequence of nodes labels in Path(v).
Figure 2.2: An illustration of OLT T. Each node is denoted by a circle. The label of each node is
a textual label inside its circle. The id of each node is placed externally to its circle.
Example 2.2. Figure 2.2 illustrates an OLT T = (V;vroot 2 V;E;). T is constructed from the
XML document in Fig. 2.1.
The OLT T is dened as T = (V;vroot 2 V;E;) where:  = fa;b;c;d;e;fg, V = fv1;v2;v3:::v17g,
4vroot = v1, Label(v1) = a, Parent(v2) = v1, Children(v1) = bbb, MostLeft(v1) = v2, Right(v2) =
v3 , Left(v2) = , Tree leaf nodes are: v6;v8;v10;v14; and v17, Path(v15) = (v1;v4;v7;v11;v13;v15),
Word(v15) = abdfaa.
2.2.1 Language of OLT
Denition 2.1. (Language of OLT) Language of OLT is a nite set of all the words that can
be generated by walking from the root node to the leaf nodes of the tree. Let T = (V;vroot 2
V;E;;Label) be an OLT. L(T) is the language of T if L(T) = f all Word(v) : v 2 V and
Leaf(v) = trueg:
Example 2.3. The language of T from Fig. 2.2 is:
L(T) = fabce;abcfaa;abd;abde;abdfaaaag.
2.3 Final State Machine (FSM)
Denition 2.2. A = (;S;s0;;F) is a nal state machine (FSM) if  = fa;b;c;d;:::g is a nite
alphabet, S = fs0;s1;s2;:::g is a nite non-empty set of states, s0 2 S is the start state, ? is an
error state,  : (S [ f?g  ) 7! S [ f?g is the state-transition function and F  S is non-empty
set of nal (accept) states.
Figure 2.3: Example of a FSM. Each state is denoted by a circle. Double circles denote accepting
states. The state-transition function is presented by arrows. An arrow without source circle points
to the start state of the FSM. For simplicity, the error state and all its transitions are not illustrated.
Example 2.4. Figure 2.3 illustrates a nite state machine that is dened by A = (;S;s0;;F)
where:  = fa;b;c;d;e;fg, S = fs0;s1;s2;s3;s4;s5g, F = fs3;s4;s5g,
5 =
s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 ?
a s1 ? ? ? ? s5 ?
b ? s2 ? ? ? ? ?
c ? ? s3 ? ? ? ?
d ? ? s3 ? ? ? ?
e ? ? ? s4 ? ? ?
f ? ? ? s5 ? ? ?
2.3.1 Language of a State Machine
Denition 2.3. (Language of a State Machine) Language of a state machine is the set of all
the words that are accepted by a FSM.
Assume A is FSM. L(A) is the language of A if L(A) contains all the words that are accepted
by A. L(A) can be an innite set of words since A may contain loops.
Example 2.5. The language of the state machine A from Fig. 2.3 contains:
abce,abde,abcfa,abcfaa,abcfaaaa,abdf,abdfaaaa...
We can also describe L(A) as all the words that match the regular expression: ab(c|d)(e|f(a*)).
When two OLTs produce the same word language then an FSM can not distinguish between
the trees that represent them.
Example 2.6. Figure 2.4 illustrates several OLTs. Each tree language is a subset of the language
of the FSM in Fig. 2.3. By comparing between the trees t4 and t5, we get that the dierence between
these trees is in the nodes order. Since L(t4) = L(t5) we cannot use an FSM to distinguish between
t4 and t5.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of several OLTs that produce words that the FSM in Fig. 2.3 accepts.
62.4 Prex Tree Acceptor (PTA)
Prex Tree Acceptor (PTA) is a tree structured FSM. Any state in a PTA has a single parent. The
PTA is a known construction in grammatical inference. It is introduced by ALERGIA [5], which
is an algorithm for learning stochastic regular grammars by means of a state merging method. In
this paper, the PTA concept is simplied. The PTA concept here resembles DataGuide [10]. The
XTLSM in section 3 produces a PTA from an OLT that represents an XML document.
Denition 2.4. Assume T = (V;vroot 2 V;E;;Label) is an OLT. PTAT = (;S;s0;;F) is the
PTA of T if T and PTAT have the same exact language L(T) = L(PTAT) (therefore, L(PTAT)
is nite) and PTAT has a tree structure (si;) = (sj;) =) i = j.
Example 2.7. The PTA in Fig. 2.5 is the PTAT of T which is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. L(PTAT) =
L(T) = fabce;abcfaa;abd;abde;abdfaaaag.
Figure 2.5: Illustration of a PTA. Single circles denote non-accepting states. Double circles denote
accepting states. The state-transition function is denoted by arrows - source and destination states
are the source and destination circles connected to the arrow. A label, which is attached to each
arrow, is its transition symbol. The start state is the destination circle of the arrow that has no
source circle.
72.5 XML Schema (XSD)
XML schema is a type of XML schema language. XSD expresses a schema which is a set of rules
that validate an XML document. The XML Schema data model contains the vocabulary (element
and attribute names), the content model (relationships and structure) and the data type. We focus
on the structure and on the relationships among the XML elements only. All the work can be
extended to include attributes and data.
1. <element name="a" type="s1"/>
2. <complexType name="s1">
3. <sequence minOccuers="0" minOccuers="1" maxOccuers="unbounded">
4. <element name="b" type="s2"/>
5. </sequence>
6. </complexType>
7. <complexType name="s2">
8. <choice>
9. <element name="c" type="s3"/>
10. <element name="d" type="s3"/>
11. </choice>
12. </complexType>
13. <complexType name="s3">
14. <sequence minOccuers="0" maxOccuers="1">
15. <element name="e" type="s4"/>
16. <element name="f" type="s5"/>
17. </sequence>
18. </complexType>
19. <complexType name="s4">
20. </complexType>
21. <complexType name="s5">
22. <element name="a" type="s5" minOccuers="0"/>
23. </complexType>
Figure 2.6: An example of XML schema which recognizes the XML document in Fig 2.1.
Example 2.8. Figure 2.6 is an example for XML schema. This XML schema validates the XML
document in Fig. 2.1. XSD is a complex language with many keywords. For our purpose, we focus
on:
element is a simple element denition. It cannot contain sub-elements. It is used also for a
declaration for the root element of the XML;
complexType is a complex element denition. It can contain sub-elements like sequence,
choice, etc;
sequence is a sequence of elements. It must appear in exact order in the XML document;
choice is a choice between sub-elements. Only one sub-element must appear in the XML docu-
ment.
8Each of the XSD components may have quantity restrictions:
minOccurs: A non-negative integer that indicates the minimal occurrences of such element in
the XML document;
maxOccurs: Either a non-negative integer or unbounded that indicates the maximal occurrences
of such element in the XML document.
The following refers to Fig. 2.6. The rst element in this sample (line 1) is the root element of
the XSD. This means that all XML documents, which can be validated using this XSD, must contain
a single root element that is labeled as a. The root element is of complexType called s1 (lines 2-6).
Any element in the XML document, which is of this type, must contain either a sequence of zeroes
or one occurrence of s2 type element that is labeled as b. s2 type elements in the XML document
will contain a single s3 element. Its label will be either c or d (lines 7-12). s3 type elements in the
XML document may be either empty elements or contain s4 element that is labeled as e followed
by s5 element that is labeled as f (lines 13-18). s4 type elements must be empty elements (lines
19-20). s5 type elements may contain a single s5 labeled as a (lines 21-23). From this XML schema
we get that the root element of the XML is labeled a. There is another element called a. The two
elements do not share the same type.
2.5.1 XSD  Notation
Since XML Schema standard is complex and large, we take only a subset of this standard to dene
a data module that ts our needs.
Denition 2.5. (XSD  notion) Let X = (;0 2 ) be a XSD.  = f0;1;2;:::g is a
non-empty set of type denitions. Each type denition  = (index;!) is a pair of index and !
expression. The expression ! is dened recursively using one of the following forms:
empty expression:  empty type denition means that such an XML element does not have any
sub-structures;
reference expression: ( ! index)? is a reference for another type denition.  is an element
name and index is the index of the other type.
sequence expression: (!1;!2;:::)? is a sequence of expressions. It means that all the sub-
structures must appear in this order under the current element.
choice expression: (!1j!2j:::)? is a choice between expressions. It means that one of the sub-
structures must appear under the current element.
?: The quantity of each element can be one of the following:
0   1: zero or one appearance. (minOccuers=\0" maxOccuers=\1");
0   1: any number of appearances. (minOccuers=\0" maxOccuers=\unbounded");
1: one appearance. (minOccuers=\1" maxOccuers=\1");
1   1: one or more appearances. (minOccuers=\1" maxOccuers=\unbounded").
9If not specied, the quantity will be 1. In the  notation module, the quantity of each element can
be only one of the four choices dened here. In real XSD denition, minOccuers and maxOccures
can also be any integer. As a result, the  notation module will not be able to describe the exact
quantity of each XML element, but only whether the element is mandatory, single or multiple. But
such a module will be simpler to process.
0 is the root element of the XML document that the schema describes. Since XML documents
allow only a single root element, it must be in the form ( ! )1.
0 : a ! 1 line 1 in Fig. 2.6
1 : (b ! 2)1 1 line 2-4 in Fig. 2.6
2 : (c ! 3jd ! 3) lines 5-10 in Fig. 2.6
3 : (e ! 4;f ! 5)0 1 lines 11-16 in Fig. 2.6
4 :  lines 17-18 in Fig. 2.6
5 : (a ! 5)0 1 lines 19-21 in Fig. 2.6
Figure 2.7: Example of XSD written in  notation
Example 2.9. Figure 2.7 demonstrates the XSD  notation. The elements in this example are
the same elements as in Fig. 2.6. Each  expression in this example matches to a single element
denition in Fig. 2.6.
2.6 XML schema inference
Schema inference: Schema for semi-structured data are dened in [4,7]. The inference of semi-
structured data is addressed in [10,14].
Derivation of a graph summary structure, called Dataguide, is described in [10]. This data
structure contains all the paths in the database. XSD-like schemas cannot be derived from
it.
The schema's data structure, which is based on a labeled directed graph, is described in
[14]. Yet, XSD-like schemas cannot be derived from this data structure type. A schema
extraction method, which is based on the powerful model of extended context-free grammars,
is introduced in [6].
DTD inference: Several approaches for DTD inference were proposed. Xtract [9,13] uses Mini-
mum Description Length (MDL) principle to select regular expressions for each element name.
The methods in [1] generate a nite automaton for each element. Each automaton is rewrit-
ten into a regular expression. Several approaches to generate probabilistic string automata
representing regular expression are proposed in [16]. There are no methods to transform these
into corresponding regular expressions.
XSD inference: Scalable derivation of schema's in XML syntax, which does not incorporate
expressiveness beyond DTDs, is given in [12]. A complete inference algorithm, which can
infer XSD from a corpus of XML documents, is provided in [2].
Learning of tree automata: A framework of function distinguishability to learn tree automata
for ranked trees is showed in [8]. It also presents a generic regular tree languages inference
algorithm.
10A learnable subclass of regular unranked tree languages, called the (k;l)-contextual tree
languages, is dened in [15]. It also describes the use of this subclass to induce wrappers for
information extraction from structured documents. The techniques in [15] are geared toward
inferring queries not XSDs.
3 The algorithm
3.1 Two Layers State Machine (TLSM)
To distinguish between two OLTs, we need a more expressive grammar than the grammar that
FSM provides. We introduce the two layer state machine (TLSM). This type of state machine
describes the order of the children in a OLT. TLSM extends a FSM by adding inner state machines.
Each inner state machine is attached to a state in the outer layer. Both layers of the TLSM are
deterministic and nite.
Denition 3.1. B = (Q;q0 2 Q;;F;) is a TLSM if  is a nite alphabet, Q = fq0;q1;q2;:::g
is a non-empty set of outer states (these states are the outer layer states), q0 is the start state of
the outer layer, ? is an error state,  = (Q  ) 7! Q [ f?g is the outer layer state-transition
function and F  Q is a non-empty set of nal (accept) states of the outer layer. Each outer state
q = (q;Sq;s
q
0;q;Fq) is an inner state machine. The following notation is used for each inner
state machine: the alphabet of the inner state machine is the same (q = ) as the alphabet of the
main state machine, Sq = fs
q
0;s
q
1;s
q
2;:::g is a set of states (these states are the states of the inner
state machine q), s
q
0 is the start state of the inner state machine q, q = (Sq  q) 7! Sq [ f?g
is a state transition function of the inner state machine q, q(s;) = ? means that there is no
transition from state p using the symbol  and Fq  Sq is a non-empty set of nal (accepting)
states of the inner state machine q.
11Figure 3.1: Illustration of a TLSM. The outer circles are the outer states. The nal outer states
are denoted by double circles. The arrows between the outer circles represent the outer layer state-
transition function. The inner circles are the states of the inner state machines. Each inner state
is drawn inside the circle that represents its outer state. The nal inner states are also drawn as
double circles. The inner start states s
q
0 are not shown. Since the start inner state s
q
0 is nal if and
only if q is nal (i.e. q 2 F , s
q
0 2 Fq), then, we use the outer circle to represent both the outer
state q and the start inner state s
q
0.
Example 3.1. Figure 3.1 illustrates the TLSM B. The outer layer of B is the same as the state
machine in Fig. 2.3: B = (Q;q0 2 Q;;F;) where  = fa;b;c;d;e;fg, Q = fq0;q1;q2;q3;q4;q5g,
 =
q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 ?
a q1 ? ? ? ? q5 ?
b ? q2 ? ? ? ? ?
c ? ? q3 ? ? ? ?
d ? ? q3 ? ? ? ?
e ? ? ? q4 ? ? ?
f ? ? ? q5 ? ? ?
and F = fq3;q4;q5g. The inner states are: Sq0 = fs
q0
0 ;s
q0
1 g, Sq1 = fs
q1
0 ;s
q1
1 g, Sq2 = fs
q2
0 ;s
q2
1 g,
Sq3 = fs
q3
0 ;s
q3
1 ;s
q3
3 g, Sq4 = fs
q4
0 g and Sq5 = fs
q5
0 ;s
q5
1 g. The inner transition functions are: q0 =
12s
q0
0 s
q0
1 ?
a s
q0
1 ? ?
b ? ? ?
c ? ? ?
d ? ? ?
e ? ? ?
f ? ? ?
, q1 =
s
q1
0 s
q1
1 ?
a ? ? ?
b s
q1
1 s
q1
1 ?
c ? ? ?
d ? ? ?
e ? ? ?
f ? ? ?
, q2 =
s
q2
0 s
q2
1 ?
a ? ? ?
b ? ? ?
c s
q2
1 ? ?
d s
q2
1 ? ?
e ? ? ?
f ? ? ?
, q3 =
s
q3
0 s
q3
1 s
q3
2 ?
a ? ? ? ?
b ? ? ? ?
c ? ? ? ?
d ? ? ? ?
e s
q3
1 ? ? ?
f ? s
q3
2 ? ?
, q4 =
s
q4
0 ?
a ? ?
b ? ?
c ? ?
d ? ?
e ? ?
f ? ?
, q5 =
s
q5
0 s
q5
1 ?
a s
q5
1 ? ?
b ? ? ?
c ? ? ?
d ? ? ?
e ? ? ?
f ? ? ?
The inner nal states are: Fq0 = fs
q0
1 g, Fq1 = fs
q1
1 g, Fq2 = fs
q2
1 g, Fq3 = fs
q3
0 ;s
q3
2 g, Fq4 = fs
q4
0 g,
Fq5 = fs
q5
0 ;s
q5
1 g.
3.2 Ordered Labeled Tree Validation
TLSM recognizes the OLT. We introduce a recursive algorithm that can validate the OLT TLSM.
This algorithm scans once the tree. Therefore, its complexity is O(jV j) where jV j is the number of
nodes in the tree.
13Algorithm 1: Validation of OLT using TLSM.
ValidateOrderedTree(OLT T = (V;E;vroot;;Label),
TLSM M = (Q;q0;;F;));
Result: true / false
begin 1
return ValidateNode(T,M,vroot,q0) 2
end 3
ValidateNode(OLT T = (V;E;vroot;;Label), TLSM M = (Q;q0;;F;), node v 2 V , 4
outer state q 2 Q);
Result: true / false
begin 5
p   s0
q; 6
while v 6=  do 7
qnext   (q;Label(v)); 8
p   q(p;Label(v)); 9
if p = ? or qnext = ? then return false; 10
if MostLeft(v) =  then 11
if qnext = 2 F then return false; 12
else if ValidateNode(T,M,MostLeft(v), qnext) = false then 13
return false; 14
end 15
v   Right(v); 16
end 17
return p 2 Fq; 18
end 19
Algorithm 1 validates the OLT according to a given TLSM. The algorithm contains two methods:
1. ValidateOrderedTree (lines 1-3) is a service method that invokes the recursive method.
2. ValidateNode (lines 4-19) is a recursive method. Lines 6-7 validate that the current state
has a transition that uses the label of v. Lines 8-9 validate that q and s
q
0 are the nal states
if node v is a leaf. Lines 11-18 validate that the children order of the original node v is
acceptable by the inner state machine q. Line 15 is a recursive call that validates the sub-tree
of v.
Example 3.2. We try to validate the two OLTs t4 and t5 in Fig. 2.4 using the TLSM B in Fig.
3.1. t4 is valid since all the words in t4 are acceptable by the outer layer of B. For each v in t4,
Children(v) is acceptable by the appropriate inner state machine. t5 is not valid since the sequence
fe is not acceptable by the inner state machine of q3.
3.3 Main Steps of the XTLSM Algorithm
This section describes the main steps of the XTLSM algorithm. The XTLSM algorithm should
satisfy the following properties:
Separate between elements with same label but have dierent roles: An XML schema
allows to use the same element name for several element types. Figure 2.1 illustrates such a
14scenario where not all the elements, which are labeled as a, can be classied to have the same
type. It is clear that the root element has a dierent type than the rest of the a elements.
The XTLSM algorithm nds elements that have the same type. This property is needed in
order to generate a tight grammar.
Merging elements with dierent labels that have the same role: XML Schema allows to
use type denition of elements with dierent labels. In Fig. 2.1, the elements c and d should
share the same type denition. This property is needed to create a compact grammar.
Finding the order of XML elements: The XTLSM algorithm can provide two data modules
as its output: TLSM and XSD. Both modules are ordered labeled tree grammars. This means
that children order is part of both grammars. This property can provide more information
to applications that use their grammars.
Converting TLSM into XSD: Although the TLSM is well dened and easy to use in a com-
puter program, XSD is a standard way to describe an XML in addition to the fact that many
tools already know this grammar.
Algorithm 2: XML to XSD algorithm
XmlToXsd(OLT T = (V;vroot;;Label),precision parameter ");
Result: XSD  notation - xsd = (;0) ; [section 2.5]
begin 1
Let Origin : S 7! 2V be a structure that maps states to V subsets.; 2
PTAT   TreeToPta (T,fvrootg,Origin) ; [alg. 3] 3
fsm   Generalize (PTAT,",Origin) ; [alg. 4] 4
tlsm   AddOrderLayer (fsm,T,Origin) ; [alg. 7] 5
xsd   TwoLayerStateMachineToXsd (tlsm) ; [alg. 8] 6
return xsd; 7
end 8
The XmlToXsd method is the main method of the algorithm. An XML document given in an
OLT form, is the input of this method. The algorithm contains four steps:
1. PTA is created from OLT (line 3): Creates PTAT from T using the TreeToPta method
(Algorithm 3).
2. PTA is generalized into a state machine (line 4): Generalizes PTAT into sm using the
Generalize method (Algorithm 4).
3. Adding inner state machines to the state machine (line 5): Converts sm into tlsm by
adding inner state machines according to T. This operation is done by calling the AddOrderLayer
method.
4. XSD is created from TLSM (line 6): Converts tlsm into xsd using the
TwoLayerStateMachineToXsd method. The nal step is optional since the TLSM can be
used as an output of the algorithm.
The Origin data structure (line 2) maps states in PTAT and in sm into the original nodes in T
that are associated with them. The Origin structure is constructed in Step 1, updated in Step 2
and used in Step 3.
153.4 Tree to PTA
Algorithm 3: Generate a PTA from a given XML document
TreeToPTA(OLT T = (V;E;vroot;;Label), D 2 2V , Origin : S 7! 2V );
Result: PTAT = (S;s0;;F;) - a tree shaped state machine, Origin is updated
begin 1
let PTAT = (S = fs0g;s0; = ;;F = ;;); 2
if exist v 2 D where Leaf(v) = true then F   fs0g; 3
Origin[s0]   D; 4
foreach  2  do 5
let D be a set of nodes; 6
D   fall v 2 V where parent(v) 2 N and Label(v) = g; 7
if D 6= ; then 8
let PTA = (S;s
0;;F;) be a PTA; 9
PTA   TreeToPTA(T;N;Origin); 10
    [  [ f(s0;) ! s
0g; 11
S   S [ S; 12
F   F [ F; 13
end 14
end 15
return PTAT 16
end 17
Step 1 in Algorithm 3 generates a PTA from the XML document. TreeToPta is a recursive
algorithm that generates a new PTA from a given OLT T. The input parameter D has two goals:
1. It is a set of nodes that contains only the single root node of the tree when Algorithm 3 is
called from the main algorithm.
2. When the method is called recursively, D is a set of nodes that have the same label and level.
These nodes denote together a single state in the new PTA.
Since all the tree nodes are visited only once during the execution of this method, the time
complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n).
Figure 2.5 illustrates a PTAT that TreeToPTA generated from the tree T in Fig. 2.2. Figures
3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the steps that generate a PTAT using Algorithm 3.
In each step, the tree extends a single level. The next recursive construction calls are illustrated
in each step. The content of D in these illustrations is the parameter of TreeToPta. In some step,
there are several recursive calls. The Origin of a state in the new PTAT are nodes from T that
participated in the creation of the state. These are the nodes in D.
16Figure 3.2: Steps 1-5 that create a PTAT from OLT T from Fig. 2.2. In each step, the braces
contain all the nodes in D
17Figure 3.3: Steps 6-9 that create PTAT from OLT T from Fig. 2.2. In each step, the braces contain
all the nodes in D
183.5 Generalization of the PTA
Algorithm 4: Generalize the PTA into State Machine
Generalize(PTAT = (S;s0;;F;), precision parameter ", Origin : S 7! 2V );
begin
Data: Similarity matrix A - all values are uninitialized
Result: PTAT becomes generalized state machine
foreach p;q 2 S where Label(p) = Label(q) do 1
Similarity (PTAT,p,q,A) ; [Alg. 5] 2
end 3
foreach p;q 2 S where Label(p) = Label(q) and A[p;q] < " do 4
MergeStates (PTAT,p,q,Origin) ; [Alg. 6] 5
end 6
foreach p;q 2 S where for all  2  applies (p;) = (q;) do 7
MergeStates (PTAT,p,q,Origin) ; [Alg. 6] 8
end 9
end
Algorithm 4 is the core of the XTLSM algorithm. It transforms a PTA into a state machine.
This algorithm is called once to create the outer state machine. The algorithm has three loops:
1. Calculation (lines 1-3): This loop calculates the similarity between sub-trees in the PTA that
have origins with the same label. In this loop, the PTA still has a tree structure. We can
assume that inside the similarity function that the PTA has no loops;
2. Threshold merging (lines 4-6): By using the previous calculation, each pair of states, which
has similarity value bigger than a threshold, is merged into a single state. Each time such a
merge occurs, the PTA can loose the tree structure property. As a result, the PTA becomes
a regular state machine that may contain loops;
3. Parent merging (lines 7-9): It merges all the states that have the same transition function.
Example 3.3. Figure 3.4 is an example of a typical parent merging. The two states si and sj have
the same transition function: si = f(c ! sn);(d ! sm)g and sj = f(c ! sn);(d ! sm)g.
(a) before (b) after
Figure 3.4: Illustration of parent merging (lines 7-9 in Algorithm 4). (a): Before the merge occurs.
si and sj have the same transition function. (b): After the merge occurred. si and sj were joined
to a single new state that is called sij.
193.5.1 Sub-Tree Similarity
Algorithm 5: Similarity calculation between two sub-trees in the PTA
Similarity(PTAT = (S;s0;;F;), states p;q 2 S, similarity matrix A) ;
Result: A is updated by the similarity of p and q
begin 1
sum   0:0; 2
contributors   0:0; 3
if for each  2  : (p;) = (q;) = ? then A[p;q]   1:0; 4
if A[p;q] already calculated then return; 5
foreach  2  do 6
if (p;) 6= ? and (q;) 6= ? then 7
Similarity(pta;(p;);(q;);A); 8
sum   sum +
A[(p;);(q;)]+1
2 ; 9
end 10
if (p;) 6= ? or (q;) 6= ? then 11
contributors   contributors + 1:0; 12
end 13
end 14
A[p;q]   sum
contributors; 15
mark A[p;q] as already calculated; 16
return; 17
end 18
The similarity recursion algorithm calculates the similarity between two sub-trees. If the sub-
tree root labels are not the same, the similarity value is always 0.0. This method uses a dynamic
programming approach that uses the calculated values.
Line 4 is the recursion base. The similarities between sub-trees, which are leafs, are maximal
(1.0).
Line 5 uses dynamic programming calculation. Lines 6-13 are the loop that sums the similarities
between children of the current sub-trees roots. The children pairs are chosen according to the
symbols of the transition function. Line 8 is a recursion call. Line 15 completes the calculation of
the similarity averaging.
This calculation is not a regular averaging of children similarity. Each value, which came from
two valid states, is modied in line 9. The modication is done by the function F(x) = x+1
2 that
increases the value to 1.0. The reason for this modication is to make the dierences in distance
in the sub-trees less important relatively to the distance.
20Figure 3.5: Example of low similarity value between two states in the PTA. The similarity is
Similarity(si;sj) = 1:0+0:0+0:0+0:0+0:0
5 = 0:2. This similarity value is low since most of the children
are non-similar.
21Figure 3.6: The similarity is Similarity(sm;sn) = 1:0+1:0+0:0
3 = 0:66. The similarity value is high
since most of the children are similar.
3.5.2 Merging Two States
Algorithm 6 merges two states into a single state. After each merge, the algorithm looks for non-
deterministic transitions. When such a transition is found, the algorithm makes the state machine
deterministic by merging ambiguous states.
22Algorithm 6: Merging two states of a nite state machine
MergeStates(fsm = (S;s0;;F;), p 2 S,q 2 S, Origin : S 7! 2V ) ;
Result: The state machine will be updated with the merge of p and q and makes the state
machine deterministic.
begin 1
S   S n fqg; 2
Origin[p]   Origin[p] [ Origin[q]; 3
foreach s 2 S; 2  where s 6= q and (s;) = q do 4
   ( n f(s;) ! qg)
S
f(s;) ! pg; 5
end 6
foreach s 2 S; 2  where s 6= q and (q;) = s do 7
   ( n f(q;) ! sg)
S
f(p;) ! sg; 8
end 9
if q 2 F then F   (F n fqg)
S
fpg; 10
if s0 = q then s0   p; 11
foreach  2  do 12
foreach ((p;) ! sn) 2 ;((p;) ! sm) 2  where sn 6= sm do 13
MergeStates(fsm,sn,sm,Origin); 14
end 15
end 16
end 17
Example 3.4. Figure 3.7 demonstrates how to merge non-deterministic states. (a) Before MergeS-
tate function was called. qi and qj are dierent states. (b) MergeStates merged them into a single
state qij (lines 2-11). The state machine is non-deterministic in this stage. (c) In order to x it,
MergeStates merges qn and qm into a single state qmn (lines 12-16).
(a) before (b) step 1 (c) after
Figure 3.7: Example of merging two states using the MergeStates (Algorithm 6). In every step,
the same part of the state machine is illustrated. (a) Just before MergeState is called. (b) After
merging the wanted states. (c) After xing the non-deterministic states.
Example 3.5. Figure 3.8 demonstrates how three states are merged into a single state. (a) Before
the MergeStates function was called. qi and qj are dierent states. (b) MergeStates merged them
into a single state qij (lines 2-11). The state machine is non-deterministic in this stage. (c) In
order to x it, MergeStates merges qij and qk into a single state qijk (lines 12-16). This causes all
23the three states to collapse into a single state qijk. The accepting property is not lost. The single
state is an accepting (nal) state.
(a) before (b) step 1 (c) after
Figure 3.8: Example of merging two states using the MergeStates function. In every step, the same
part of the state machine is illustrated. (a) Before the MergeStates is called. (b) After merging the
wanted states. (c) After xing the non-deterministic states.
243.6 Adding of Order Layer
Algorithm 7: Adding order layer
AddOrderLayer(fsm = (Q;q0;;F;), T = (V;E;vroot;;Label), Origin : S 7! 2V );
Result: fsm is extended into TLSM
begin 1
foreach state q 2 Q do 2
extend q to be inner state machine q = (Sq;s
q
0;q = ?;Fq;); 3
; [? =
S
2
f(s
q
0;) ! ?g]
foreach node v 2 Origin[q] do 4
state s   s
q
0; 5
node vchild   MostLeft(v); 6
while vchild 6=  do 7
   Label(vchild); 8
if q(s;) = ? then 9
if exists ssrc 2 Sq where q(ssrc;) 6= ? then 10
p   q(ssrc;); 11
else 12
p  new inner state; 13
Sq   Sq [ fpg; 14
end 15
q   q [ f(s;) ! pg; 16
end 17
s   q(s;); 18
vchild   Right(vchild); 19
if vchild =  then Fq   Fq [ fsg; 20
end 21
end 22
end 23
end 24
Algorithm 7 extends the state machine into a TLSM by converting each state in the original
state machine into an inner state machine. The states in the inner state machine are built by using
all the nodes that are the origins of the outer state.
The algorithm takes each node and builds the inner state machine to accept all the strings that
match the children order. In the inner state machine, each inner state will be associated with a
single symbol from . This means that for the same symbol, all the transitions go into the same
inner state q(si;) = q(sj;); 8si;sj 2 S:
Example 3.6. Figure 3.9 illustrates part of a state machine. Figure 3.10 illustrates the relevant
nodes in the OLT that are associated with the state q1 in Fig. 3.9. The connection between the
two gures is the origin of state q1: Origin(q1) = fn1;n10;n20;n30g. Figure 3.11 is the inner state
machine that Algorithm 7 created from the given state machine and the tree.
25Figure 3.9: Illustration of several states in a state machine
Figure 3.10: Tree nodes that are the origin of state q1 in Fig. 3.9
26Figure 3.11: Inner state machine created for the state q1 from the nodes in Fig. 3.10 by Algorithm
7
3.7 Extract  Notation XSD from FSM
Algorithm 8: TLSM to  notation XSD
StateMachineToXSD(TLSM = (Q;q0;;F;));
begin
Data: state machine sm
Result: xsd denition 
foreach q 2 Q do 1
q  SMXSD(q); [alg. 9] 2
   
S
fqg; 3
if q = q0 then 0 = q; 4
end 5
return ; 6
end
Algorithm 8 is the main method for converting the TLSM into an XSD  notation. The main
method generates a single  expression from each inner state machine. Each  expression depends
only on a single inner state machine.
Algorithm 9 is based on the algorithm in [11] that obtains regular expressions from nite-state
automata. The idea is similar. We just replaced the regular expression with the XSD  notation
element denition. The XMXSD method operates on the inner state machine q and produces a
XSD  notation element denition that accepts the same language that the inner state machine
accepts. We assume that the given inner state machine has non acceptable start state s0 = 2  and
there is no transition into the start state: there are no s 2 Sq; 2  where (s;) = s0.
Line 2: If global detours exits they are removed. As a result, q is updated to have no detour and
min becomes 0 if such a detour exists or 1 otherwise.
Line 3: Global loop is removed. q is updated not to have this loop and max is 1 if such loop
removed and 1 otherwise.
27Lines 4-8: The recursive base. When there are only two states, the returned expression will be
a simple XSD reference expression.
Lines 9-12: The inner state machine is chopped (if possible) into vertical chops. An XSD se-
quence expression is built from these vertical chops.
Lines 13-16: The same as in lines 9-12. Instead of vertical chops the inner state machine is
chopped into horizontal chops and an XSD choice expression is generated.
Lines 17-21: When no chopping is possible, the last approach is a brute force approach. A 
expression is generated from any possible state sequence using state elimination. The minimal
 expression is used.
Algorithm 9: Convert inner state machine to  notation XSD element
SMXSD(inner state machine q = (Sq;s
q
0;q;Fq;));
Result: xsd element denition 
begin 1
min   RemoveGlobalDetour(q); [alg. 10] 2
max   RemoveGlobalLoop(q); [alg. 11] 3
if jSqj = 2 then 4
Locate  where q(s
q
0;) 2 Fq; 5
qnext   (q;); 6
return  ! qnext; 7
end 8
chops   VerticalChop(q); [alg. 12] 9
if jchopsj > 1 then 10
return (SMXSD(chops[1]);:::;SMXSD(chops[n]))min max; 11
end 12
chops   HorizontalChop(q); [alg. 15] 13
if jchopsj > 1 then 14
return (SMXSD(chops[1])j:::jSMXSD(chops[n]))min max; 15
end 16
nd shortest ! expression using state elimination.; [sec. 3.7.5] 17
return !min max; 18
end 19
3.7.1 Remove Global Detour method
The remove global detour method detects and removes detours in the state machine. Detours are
associated with the  notation zero quantity.
28Algorithm 10: Remove global detour from state machine
RemoveGlobalDetour(FSM A = (S;s0;;F;));
Result: A is updated - global detour is removed. The return value is 0 if such detour is
removed or 1 otherwise.
begin 1
if s0 2 F and jFj > 1 then 2
F   F n fs0g; 3
return 0; 4
end 5
return 1; 6
end 7
(a) FSM A before (b) FSM A after
Figure 3.12: Illustration of the removal by the global detour method: s0 is the start state. All
the other states are showed as a cloud. (a) The state machine as a start state that it is also an
accepting state. This means that there is a detour for all the states machine. (b) Illustrates the
same state machine after the application of the detour removal. s0 is no longer an accepting state.
To compensate for it, the  notation quantity becomes zero which is the equivalent for the removed
detour.
3.7.2 Remove Global Loop
The Remove global loop method detects and removes a global loop from the state machine. These
loops are associated with the  notation innite quantity.
29Algorithm 11: Remove global loop from fsm
RemoveGlobalLoop(FSM A = (S;s0;;F;));
Result: A is updated - global loop is removed. The return value is 1 if such loop is
removed or 1 otherwise.
begin 1
if for all s 2 F; 2  : (s0;) = (s;) then 2
foreach s 2 F; 2  do 3
(s;)   ?; 4
end 5
return 1; 6
end 7
return 1; 8
end 9
(a) before
(b) after
Figure 3.13: Illustration of the Remove global loop method: s0 is the start state. The A cloud
represents all the states that are the children of the start state. The F cloud represents all the
states that are the accept states. (a) All the transitions from all states in F are similar to the
transitions from s0. This means that the language of the state machine contains endless words.
(b) Illustration of the same state machine after the application of the Remove Global Loop was
applied. All the states in F have only transitions to ?. The loop in the state machine is replaced
by  notation innite quantity.
3.7.3 Vertical Chopping
The vertical chopping method chops the state machine into several sub-state machines. This chop-
ping is associated with the  notation sequence expression.
30Algorithm 12: FSM vertical chopping - main method
VerticalChop(FSM A = (S;s0;;F;));
Result: chops is array of FSMs vertically chopped from A
begin 1
Find a path from s0 to a state f 2 F; 2
Let C = (s0;b1;b2;:::f) be a sequence of states of the path; 3
Let min,anc,max be arrays, all initiated to #; 4
Let visited be an empty set; 5
CalculateMinAncMax (s0,C,min,anc,max,visited,1); [alg. 13] 6
Let bridges be the set of states from C; 7
visited   ;; 8
FindBridges (s0,bridges,C,min,anc,max,visited); [alg. 14] 9
Build chops so every sub-FSM will be contained between two states in bridges; 10
return ; 11
end 12
The VerticalChop algorithm (Algorithm 12) decomposes A into several sub-automata A1;A2;:::;An
such that L(A) = L(A1)  L(A2)  :::  L(An). A is chopped vertically in the bridge states where the
bridge states are neither a start nor a nal state. The accepting path will pass through every bridge
state at least once for every word that is accepted by the FSM. The path never passes through any
states between several visits of the same bridge. To nd the bridge states, the algorithm uses a
single path (line 3). Line 6 calculates: anc, min and max values of the states using DFS where
ancs: The index i of the state bi 2 C such that there is a path from bi to s and there is no path
from bj 2 C to s for j > i. Then, ancs = i.
mins: The index i of the state bi 2 C such that there is a path from s to bi and there is no path
from s to bh for h < i in the FSM without visiting any states in C.
maxs: The index i of the state bi 2 C such that there is a path from s to bi and there is no path
from s to bj for i < j in the FSM without visiting any states in C.
All the non-bridge states are eliminated according to the calculated values (line 9). At the
last step, the algorithm processes the set of bridges and decomposes the FSM into several state
machines such that every sub-state machine will be contained between two bridges. (line 10).
31(a) Before chopping
(b) After chopping
Figure 3.14: Illustration of the vertical chopping operation. (a) The states are marked with indexes
from 1 to 9. (b) All the sub-FSM after the chopping according to the bridges (states 2,6 and 7).
32Algorithm 13: FSM vertical chopping - calculate min anc and max
CalculateMinAncMax(q,C = (s0;b1;b2;:::;f),min,anc,max,visited,ancIndex);
Result: min,anc,max are updated with true values
begin 1
if q = f or q 2 visited then return ; 2
visited   visited [ fqg; 3
if q 2 C then 4
Let next be the next state in C after q; 5
CalculateMinAncMax(next,C,min,anc,max,visited,ancIndex + 1); 6
end 7
minNotInPath   #; 8
maxNotInPath   #; 9
minAncInPath   #; 10
maxAncInPath   #; 11
foreach  2  where (q;) 6= ? do 12
qnext   (q;); 13
CalculateMinAncMax(qnext,C,min,anc,max,visited,ancIndex); 14
if qnext 2 C then 15
minAncInPath   Minimum(minAncInPath,anc[qnext]); 16
maxAncInPath   Maximum(maxAncInPath,anc[qnext]); 17
end 18
else 19
minNotInPath   Minimum(minAncInPath,min[qnext]); 20
maxNotInPath   Maximum(maxAncInPath,max[qnext]); 21
end 22
end 23
min[q]  Minimum(minAncInPath,minNotInPath); 24
anc[q]   ancIndex; 25
max[q]  Maximum(maxAncInPath,maxNotInPath); 26
return ; 27
end 28
The CalculateMinAncMax method recursively calculates the min anc and max values of all the
states in the state machine.
33Figure 3.15: Illustration of a selected path and the calculated min. anc and max values. The
selected path is shown with heavy arrows (s;b1;b2;:::;f). The values of min, anc and max are in
parenthesizes near each state (min;anc;max).
Algorithm 14: FSM vertical chopping: removal of non bridges
FindBridges(q,bridges,C,min,anc,max,visited);
Result: All states that are not bridges will be removed from the set bridges
begin 1
if q 2 visited then return ; 2
visited   visited [ fqg; 3
index   #; 4
foreach s 2 C do 5
index = ancs; 6
if index > min[q] and index  ancq and min[q] 6= # then 7
bridges   bridges n fsg; 8
end 9
if index > anc[q] and index < max[q] then 10
bridges   bridges n fsg; 11
end 12
end 13
foreach  2  where (q;) 6= ? do 14
FindBridges ((q;),bridges,C,min,anc,max,visited); 15
end 16
return ; 17
end 18
The FindBridges method removes all the states that violate any requirement to be a bridge
from the list of bridges.
3.7.4 Horizontal Chopping
The horizontal chopping method chops the state machine into several sub-states machine. This
chopping is associated with the  notation choice expression.
34Algorithm 15: FSM horizontal chopping
HorizontalChop(FSM A = (S;s0;;F;));
Result: chops is array of sub-automaton that were chopped horizontally from A
begin 1
let clusters be a map from S to ; 2
initiate clusters to map every state to the error cluster #; 3
foreach  2  do 4
MarkCluster (A;(s0;);;clusters) ; [alg. 16] 5
end 6
Split A to several sub-automaton fA1;A2;:::;Ang so every sub-automaton will contain 7
states with the same cluster mark;
chops = fA1;A2;:::;Ang; 8
return chops; 9
end 10
Algorithm 16: Mark Cluster
MarkCluster(FMS A,state s,symbol ,clusters : S 7! );
Result: mark
begin 1
if s 6= ? then 2
if clusters[s] = # then 3
clusters[s]   ; 4
foreach  2  do 5
MarkCluster (A,(s;),,clusters); 6
end 7
else if clusters[s] 6=  then 8
foreach q 2 S where clusters[q] = clusters[s] do 9
clusters[q]   ; 10
end 11
end 12
end 13
end 14
The Horizontal chopping method is based on DFS. Marked clusters are maintained for each
state according to the symbol we used to exit from the start state during the application of the
DFS. When the DFS detects a state, which was already marked with a dierent cluster, the old
cluster is merged with the current one. After the DFS is completed, the cluster's mark is used to
chop horizontally the FSM into several sub-FSMs.
35(a) FSM A before chopping (b) after marking the  cluster
(c) after marking the  cluster (d) after marking the  cluster
(e) after splitting to two FSM A1 and A2
Figure 3.16: Illustration of horizontal chopping. (a) FSM A before the application of the horizontal
chopping. (b) Step 1: The marking of the  cluster (states 4,5, and 6). (c) Step 2: The marking
of the  cluster (states 8 and 9). (d) Step 3: The marking of the  cluster (states 8,9,10 and 11)
In this step, the new cluster takes over all the  cluster states due to the transition from state 11
to state 9. The  cluster is now obsolete. (b) Step 4: The two sub-FSMs A1 and A2 created after
the application of the horizontal chopping. It is obvious that the language of the FSM in (a) is the
same as the union set of the two languages of the FSMs in (b).
3.7.5 State Elimination
State elimination is a method that converts FSMs into regular expressions. It was introduced in [3]
to compute regular expressions from FSM. The idea is to remove states except for start and nal
states. When a state is removed then the alphabet of the state machine is expended to compensate
for the missing state. Since the original state elimination converts the FSM into regular expressions,
the alphabet was expended to contain regular expressions. In order to convert FSMs into  notation
36! expressions, the alphabet of the state machine is expended to contain ! expressions.
The original state elimination algorithm produces regular expression. In order to modify the
algorithm to produce ! expression we introduce the following illustration:
(a) before
(b) after
Figure 3.17: Illustration of reducing a single state pj from a state machine by the state elimination
approach. pi and pk are two of the states that have transitions from or to pj. After pj is removed,
the transitions of all these states become more complex. The alphabet symbols on the transitions
become  notation ! expressions.
4 Experimental results
In this section, we present experimental results. This section has the following structure: section
4.1 provides some synthetic examples that demonstrate the products of the XTLSM algorithm.
Section 4.2 describs the experimental settings. Section 4.3 conducts a comprehensive study of time
and space performances of the XTLSM algorithm. Section 4.4 studies the generalization rate of the
XTLSM algorithm. Our experimental results show that XTLSM is a fast and memory ecient
Schema extraction algorithm. The generalization experiments shows that XTLSM extracts the
exact schema from a small portion of XML documents.
4.1 Synthetic examples
In this section, we demonstrate two features of the XTLSM algorithm. The ability to detect an
innite element and represents it in the XML Schema is described in section 4.1.1. The ability to
dierentiate between element denitions for elements with the same name is described in section
4.1.2.
374.1.1 State Machines with Loops
This section demonstrates the ability of the algorithm to detect and represents in an XML Schema
the innite element denition.
1. <x>
2. <a><b><c></c></b></a>
3. <a><b><c><a><b><c></c></b></a></c></b></a>
4. </x>
Figure 4.1: An example of an XML document that contains a loop: an XML element contains
instances of its own type (line 3).
Figure 4.2: The TLSM that was created from the XML in Fig. 4.1. The recursion in the XML
document generated three steps length loop in the external state machine.
38<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:element name="x" type="x"/>
<xsd:complexType name="x">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="a" type="a" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="a">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="b" type="b"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="b">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="c" type="c"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="c">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="a" type="a" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:schema>
Figure 4.3: An XML Schema that was generated from the XML document in Fig. 4.1 It also
contains recursive denition of elements: a contains b. b contains c. c contains a.
4.1.2 Dierent element denitions for elements with the same name
1. <x>
2. <a><c></c><c></c><c><d></d></c></a>
3. <b><c><c><c></c></c></c></b>
4. </x>
Figure 4.4: An example of XML document that contains two elements with same name with
dierent purposes
Figure 4.4 shows an XML document with several elements where all have the same name (c) that
do not share the same role. In line 2, c elements can contain d elements, but in line 3 c elements
contain c elements.
39Figure 4.5: The TLSM was created from the XML in Fig. 4.4. There are two external states, one
for each role of the c element. q4 is the external state for the c elements in line 2, while q5 is the
external state for the c elements in line 3.
40<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:element name="x" type="x"/>
<xsd:complexType name="x">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="a" type="a"/>
<xsd:element name="b" type="b"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="a">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="c" type="c1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="b">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="c" type="c2"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="c1">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="d" type="d" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="c2">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="c" type="c2" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="d">
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:schema>
Figure 4.6: An example of XSD that contains two elements denition with the same element name.
The XML Schema in Fig. 4.6 was generated from the XML document in Fig. 4.4. There are two
types of c element denitions: c1 for the c elements in line 2 and c2 for the c elements in line 3.
4.2 Experimental settings for XML datasets
We implemented all the algorithms in C++. All our experiments were performed on a PC with
2.8GHz Intel Pentium core duo processor with 2048MB RAM running Windows XP. We used the
following synthetic datasets for our experiments: 1. XMark [17]; 2. Randomly generated XML.
The XMark dataset is synthetic and is generated by an XML data generator. It contains auction
site information. XMark by itself is too limited for experimenting with the XTLSM algorithm.
The XMark data is generated from a single schema. Therefore, the XTLSM algorithm can only
generate a single XML Schema from the XMark dataset. Furthermore, the XMark generates a
41single data le. Therefore, the generalization can not be measured on the XMark dataset.
In order to conduct comprehensive experiments, we produced a new XML data generator.
We denote, hereinafter, this XML data generator by XMLGen+. The XMLGen+ operates in two
sequential phases: The rst phase generates a random XML Schema and the second phase generates
a collection of XML documents that are valid for the generated XML Schema which was generated
in the rst phase. The generated XML Schema contains a random number of complex and simple
XSD element denitions. The number of complex element denitions is distributed randomly
between XSD sequence denitions and XSD choice denitions. The number of XSD elements,
which are referred by a complex element denition, is random. This construction generates a
complex and nested XML schema.
4.3 Computational complexity (Time and space) of the XTLSM Algorithm
In this section, we present the performance of Algorithm 2 for processing XML documents. The
XMark [17] dataset was used as a source for processing huge XML documents. The program,
which we tested, contained only an implementation that converts an XML into a TLSM. Since
the TLSM we got was very small, we can estimate that the time and space needed to convert the
TLSM into XSD are negligible. Five XML documents with sizes from 12 to 224 MB were converted
into TLSMs. Although the theoretical analysis produces worse results, the experimental analysis
exhibits linear time and space complexities (scalability).
XML size XML elements time space elements
second
space
element
12MB 167863 1.08 sec. 45MB 155k 281 bytes
23MB 336242 2.09 sec. 90MB 160k 280 bytes
56MB 832909 5.12 sec. 237MB 162k 298 bytes
112MB 1666309 10.24 sec. 450MB 162k 283 bytes
224MB 3337647 20.48 sec. 915MB 162k 287 bytes
Table 4.1: XML size: The size of the XML documents in megabytes, XML elements: the number of
XML elements in the XML document, time: seconds to process the XML documents into TLSM,
space: megabytes to process the XML document into TLSM, elements
second : the average number of
processed elements per second,
space
element: the average space needed to process a single element.
We see from Table 4.1 that both time and space complexities are linear (scale well) since the
two right most columns are invariant. One of the reasons is the nature of the processed XML
document. Although the sizes of the XML documents vary, the sizes of their PTA were almost
the same. The scalability in time and space complexities are explained by the following fact: most
of the calculations were performed on the PTA of the XML documents and the similarity matrix,
which is considered to be the most signicant data structure, was generated on the PTA module.
4.4 Generalization measurements of the XTLSM algorithm
While the computationalf performance (in terms of time and space) is an important factor in
our work, the goal of the experiments is to measure the quality of the results. For this we used
extensively synthetic data that is attractive for evaluating the quality of the typing because we
42were able to compare between the types produced by XTLSM with the intended type in the
data specication. We measure the generalization of the XTLSM algorithm by the following
testing procedure. First, the procedure used the XMLGen+, which is described in section 4.2,
to produce the random sets Si, 1  i  100, of XML documents. The set Si contains XML
documents Di;j, 1  j  100, that are valid for a specic random XML schema. For each set Si,
the testing procedure used Algorithm 2 to generate XSD Xi;k from the documents Di;1;:::;Di;k,
1  k  100. The documents Di;1;:::;Di;k are joined into a single document that is given as an
input to Algorithm 2. The testing procedure calculates the number ni;k of documents in Di;j 2 Si
that are valid for XSD Xi;k. The testing procedure calculates the generalization parameter
nk = 1i100ni;k=(100  100), 1  k  100. The generalization parameter measures the quality
of the induction of the XTLSM algorithm as a function of the size of the training set. Figure
4.7 shows the results. The graph illustrates the generalization parameter nk, 1  k  100. The
results shows that an XML schema, which is inducted from less than 10% of the data, is sucient
to validate all the XML documents in the dataset.
Figure 4.7: Graph of the XTLSM generalization parameter nk that is achieved from induction of
1 to 100 XML documents.
5 Conclusions
XTLSM is a data module that can be used to describe ordered tree languages. We presented
an algorithm that takes an XML document as an input to construct a TLSM. We were able to
construct a TLSM from XML documents in linear time and space complexities (preserve scalability).
The algorithm converts TLSM into an XML Schema like a data module. The algorithm clustered
elements from the XML document according to the elements role. An XSD element denition is
generated for each cluster.
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